Abstract. In this article we present a construction of a family of ReactionDiffusion models that converge after scaling to the solution of the following SDE:
Introduction
In this paper we explore the use of Reaction-Diffusion models in particles systems to derive solutions to a family of Stochastic Differential Equations (SDE). Start with a one-dimensional Ordinary Differential Equation (ODE):
It is possible to construct a family of particle systems, with birth and death transitions, whose densities converge in uniform norm to the solution of the ODE (1) . This type of result is known as a "Functional Law of Large Numbers". Due to the probabilistic nature of the particle systems, one second step is to consider the fluctuations of the densities around the limit trajectory, in the spirit of Functional Central Limit Theorems. Under reasonable assumptions on F , and a proper scaling of time and space, the fluctuations around a fixed point of equation (1) are solutions of the following SDE:
where α, β > 0 and k, are positive integers satisfying k ≥ . Beyond the one-dimensional case, we can apply the same techniques using particle systems on a finite set V to derive solutions to vector-valued SDE's. If the number of particles on each site of V evolves independently, the finite-dimensional case is simply the product of the one-dimensional solutions. But if we allow particles to jump from any site x ∈ V to any other site y ∈ V following a transition kernel p(x, y), and if we properly scale the jump rates, the scaling limit of our particle system now solves:
This is a finite-dimensional stochastic reaction-diffusion equation with diffusion given by ∆ V,p ζ(x) = y (p(y, x)ζ(y) − p(x, y)ζ(x)) and noise given by (B x · ) x∈V a |V |-dimensional Brownian Motion.
This result was established in [6] , where the diffusion term was given by the discrete Laplacian on the graph (V, E): ∆ V ζ(x) = y∼x ζ(y) − ζ(x).
The introduction of properly rescaled jump rates to allow non-trivial solutions in the finite-dimensional case invites one to change perspective to a more abstract setting. Instead of considering space-time scalings to derive solutions to SDE's, we now tailor-make the jump, birth and death rates so as to conveniently conserve macroscopic quantities. This more abstract perspective allows us to derive solutions to SDE's such as (3) , including the case when k < l: Theorem 1. Given positive reals α and β, positive integers k and , and a transition kernel p on V × V , there are Reaction-Diffusion models that generate, for every density ρ 0 on R V , a family of stochastic processes (η n · ) n , that converges after scaling to the (unique) solution ζ * · of the stochastic differential equation (3) with initial condition ζ · = ρ 0 .
Some particular cases of equation (3) are of special interest, due to their connection to stochastic partial differential equations. The case β = 0, = 2 corresponds to a parabolic Anderson model with space-time noise. In the parabolic Anderson model, ζ t (x) corresponds to the expected number of particles of a system of independent random walks which split with rate (dB + and annihilated with rate (dB
− . Although these rates are not well defined, they make sense in a weak sense using Itô's integral, see [7] for a recent reference. In that article, equation (3) is interpreted as a catalytic equation: the noises B x t act as an independent catalyst which favours of penalizes the reproduction of the individuals. In our case, we obtain the same equation as the scaling limit around an equilibrium point of a self-catalytic system, on which the reproduction of individuals is changed by the presence or absence of other individuals. In the one-dimensional lattice, this model has striking combinatorial structure [4] , which allows to study various correlation functions in terms of contour integrals.
The case β = 0, = 1 corresponds to a discrete version of Dynkin's superBrownian motion, see [14] . On these two cases, the process (3) appears as the random density of an underlying Markov process. From the point of view of the models discussed here, in both situations the case β > 0, k = seems to be natural. It remains an open question to understand these case in terms of densities of associated models. This paper will proceed in three steps. We first present, in the one-dimensional case, the main objects we will be dealing with, and the scalings required to obtain (2) . Then, we outline the strategy of the proof on the general case, reviewing the martingale approach of Strook and Varadhan. Finally, the remaining sections complete the details of our argument.
Overview for the one-dimensional case
Here, we focus on the one-dimensional case to concentrate on the scaling requirement of the birth and death rates in order to observe fluctuations of the solutions.
Physical background.
Reaction-diffusion equations have been used to model a large class of real-world phenomena, such as population dynamics [5] or pattern formation and morphogenesis [19] . From a probabilistic setting, there are convergence results for models of chemical reactions [3, 1] , and more particularly in the particle system setting, for tunnelling and metastability [8, 12] .
The physical image we have in mind for scaling limits is as follows: we consider that reaction is taking place on a given region and we are able to detect "particles" with mass 1/m. At level m, we detect mζ particles with our instrument, and observe creation and annihilation also in this scale. The net change of mass on a small time interval is a function of the total mass in the region (say ζ), and is independent of the measuring device. So, if (at precision m) we observe i particles, the transition rates should be given by:
In this way, the total mass change on the region is given by F (x) = F + (x) − F − (x), where F + , F − are the functions ruling creation and annihilation of particles when evaluated at the total mass.
2.2.
Functional Law of Large Numbers. Now, take F a C ∞ (R + ) function, and decompose it as F = F + −F − , where F + , F − are non-decreasing C ∞ functions. The modeling above indicates a way to approximate solutions of the ODE (1) by means of a stochastic process. Interpreting the rates in (4) as creation and annihilation of particles, we obtain birth-and-death chains {η m t ; t ≥ 0} m∈N in N. The continuoustime rates F + and F − are known as the reaction rates.
In order to avoid explosions in finite time, we impose a growth condition on F + ; for simplicity we assume that F + (ζ) ≤ C(1 + ζ) for some finite constant C. With these definitions, it turns out that η m t m converges to the solutions of (1). Let's sketch the argument.
First we consider the generator:
and apply it to f m (η) = 
and the variance of M m t is given by
Here,
Then, we prove tightness of ζ m , which allows us to consider convergent subsequences of ζ m . Take one converging in the uniform topology to ζ * , a random variable on D([0, ∞), R) with continuous paths. Since Q m (ζ 
Therefore ζ * solves (1), and since this equation admits a unique solution φ(·) starting from x 0 , if we take initial conditions such that ζ m 0 → x 0 then the family of probability measures induced by ζ m converge to δ φ . This means that we can approximate solutions to (1) using a birth and death chain.
2.3. Fluctuations. Now, if F has a zero at x 0 , then φ(t) = x 0 for any t ≥ 0, and this limit theorem is not very informative. It makes sense in that case to perform a different scaling on {η 
This is determined by their first non-zero derivative at ζ = 0. Let k, be such that
Since F + and F − are non-decreasing functions, we have k ≥ . From the accelerated processes η
We still have a Dynkin martingale for ζ m and L m :
with variance given by:
To obtain non trivial terms in the integrands above, we need to set a and b such that
which in turn give a = 1 − m ; and since a > 0 we can still expect to observe a continuous process in the limit. Under these choices of parameters, we see that 
By the Martingale Representation Theorem (see discussion on section 3) we can write on a convenient probability space that M * t = t 0 α(ζ * s ) l dB s where B · is a Brownian motion. Now, we can finally take limits on (7) and obtain:
If we take initial conditions η m 0 such that ζ m 0 → ρ 0 , ζ * solves (2) with initial condition ρ 0 . Since this equation corresponds to a unique law P * (depending also on α, β, k and l) the family of probability measures induced by ζ m converge to P * . This means that we can approximate solutions to (2) after properly scaling time and space on a birth and death chain.
Strategy of the proof
The proof of our main result follows the Stroock-Varadhan martingale method to prove convergence of Markov processes to diffusions. Although very popular in scaling limits of interacting particle systems (see [10, 11] ), the martingale method is less employed in the context of heavy-traffic limits of queuing networks, see [17] for a more detailed discussion.
First, we construct in subsection 4.2 a family of particle systems η n and from it the corresponding scaled processes ζ n with initial condition ζ n 0 . On the one hand, we depart from the physical point of view of the previous section in favor of an approach that builds a particle system so as to obtain in the limit the desired convergence to a given SDE. On the other hand, the structure of the proof remains the same, and we devote this section to presenting in more detail how scaling limits of particle systems give rise to solutions of Martingale Problems, and how those correspond to solutions of SDE's.
Say we have a family of processes ζ n · , issued from particle systems, with infinitesimal generators L n such that for every
uniformly in compact sets, where L * is a second-order elliptic differential operator. Assume for simplicity that ζ
To establish that ζ * · is a solution to a Martingale Problem associated to L * , we need to show that M f, * t are indeed local martingales for the coordinate functions
Therefore we introduce stopping times τ In particular, rearranging the martingales M fi, * , we get almost surely
If the initial condition ζ n 0 → ρ 0 , this shows that ζ * · is a weak solution to the vector-
In our case, we use coordinates x, y, . . .
is a square root of the quadratic variation of the local Martingales M fx, * t , and
This yields equation (3).
Now that we've presented the relation between the major concepts in our proof, we can portray them in the following diagram: Section 5 deals with the convergence of the scaled processes to the solution of the SDE. First, we prove that the family of processes (ζ n · ) n is tight, then we establish the conditions necessary for the limit points to solve SDE (3), using the equivalence of Martingale problems and SDE's. Finally, we show that the limit point is unique.
The discrete models
In this Section, we complete the first part of the scheme of the proof presented in Section 3. We begin with a discussion on how to build general reaction-diffusion models. Then, inspired by a fixed SDE from (3), we construct a family of particle systems that, after scaling, one hopes will converge to a solution to the given SDE. With the transition rates in hand, we prove that the processes are non-exploding, which completes their construction. Since the proof gives uniform non-explosion, it prepares for the tightness arguments. Finally, we study the Dynkin Martingales with respect to the coordinate functions, and introduce the notion of "discrete coefficients" for L n .
To sum up, the purpose of this Section is to prepare the key ingredients for the passage to the limit that takes place in Section 5.
4.1. Setup. Fix a finite set V . The points of this set, denoted by x, y, z, . . . are called sites. We denote by η(x) the number of particles at site x and by η = (η(x)) x∈V the configuration of the system. For the dynamics, there are 3 types of transition that occur independently of one another and at random times. Particles on site x may jump to site y according to exponential times with rate p(x, y). Moreover, at each site x, a particle can be created with rate F + (η(x)) and annihilated with rate F − (η(x)). We adopt the usual notation for the resulting configuration after each transition: η x,y , η x,+ and η x,− respectively. Our processes will be well-defined once we rule out explosions, which occur when, in a finite time, an infinite number of transitions take place. In our case, this can only happen if the total number of particles reaches +∞ in a finite time. As we'll see in subsection 4.4, the probability of such an event is zero.
The above description corresponds to a Markov Process with denumerable state space, see [13, Chapter 1] for a canonical construction of such processes. In our case, starting from each configuration η, we obtain a probability measure P η ; the corresponding expectation we denote by E η . At this point, we define a formal generator from pointwise convergence
If, for a given function f , for every η ∈ R V the above limit exists and
are local martingales, f belongs to the domain of L.
From our dynamics, we have:
Transition rates can be read from the formal generator as the factors multiplying the differences between the transitions f (η • ) and the original state f (η). Note that since the particles at a given site x move independently, the transition rate for jumps from a particle from x to y is multiplied by η(x).
4.2.
Construction of the models. Given parameters α, β, k, l, we will construct a family of Reaction-Diffusion models on the finite set V , from which we will derive a family of stochastic processes (η
The goal is to show that this family converges after scaling to the solution of (3).
The reaction-diffusion models can be described by their formal generators L n : (10) where the rates F + n (η(x)) and F − n (η(x)) now depend on n and will be chosen to match the desired asymptotic evolution of the "total mass" of particles given by the functions ζ n t (x) = η n t (x)/n . To construct F + n and F − n , we will study the one-dimensional case where V = { x }. Here, no diffusion occurs and moreover we simplify the notation writing ζ n = η(x)/n. Now, instead of changing time and space scales as in section 2, we will choose F + and F − with more freedom, bearing in mind the asymptotic desired limit.
Consider the evolution of the macroscopic quantity ζ n due to birth and death of particles. It is characterized by its infinitesimal increments, in mean and variance. These are, respectively, given by the two following functions, as we will see in 4.5:
With SDE (3) in mind, we would like to set F n (nζ n ) and G n (nζ n ) to:
which is enough to determine F + n and F − n and therefore the generator L n . However, this would lead to 2F
which is negative for some values of ζ n . But since transition rates must be positive we correct this by defining:
Keeping the second equation of (12) unchanged, we have:
This adjustment in F + n forces a change to the first equation of (12), introducing an error term:
The error term appears when
, for k < l;
, for k > l.
To study our SDE, we need only the limit behaviour of the particle systems as n → ∞. Therefore, in the case k = l, it is enough to take n > β/α and there will be no need for correction. When k < l, the error term tends uniformly (in ζ) to zero as n → ∞. Finally, when k > l the error term appears in a neighborhood of +∞. In this case, it is also true that the error disappears uniformly as long as ζ n remains in a bounded region as n → ∞.
In the three cases above, from the first equation in (13) we have:
In the general case of finitely many sites, we define the birth and death rates F + n and F − n by the same formula we obtained above.
This shows how the parameters α, β, k and l determine the discrete models (that is, the transition rates) compatible with the convergence of the macroscopic quantities to the solution of the SDE.
Therefore, for each ρ 0 , fixing initial conditions η n 0 satisfying ζ n 0 → ρ 0 , we obtain a family (η n · (x)) x∈V = η n · n∈N of processes that we will show converges to a solution to the SDE (3).
4.3.
Notation. Since the process η n · corresponds to a probability measure P n on the space D = D([0, ∞), R |V | ) it will be convenient to write P [η n · ∈ A] = P n (A) for an event A in the sigma-algebra generated by the Skorohod Topology in D see [2, Chapter 3, theorem 12.5]. In the same spirit, we let E n denote the expectation with respect to P n and we write, for f :
We now define the function S n (η) := x∈V η(x)
n . When applied to η n t we denote it by S n t = x∈V ζ n t (x) which is a measure of the total mass of particles in the system for the process ζ n · at time t. This allows us to define the following stopping times:
We will use these stopping times to have good estimates on the increment rate of the macroscopic quantities of the process and to confine the process in bounded regions of R V with high probability.
Uniform boundedness of { S
n · } n . We would like to bound the probability that the total mass S n · attains a large value before reaching 0, given a bounded initial condition. That is, we want to prove the following estimate:
Proof. First, remark that F − n > F + n for every n. This implies that, at every site, more particles are being annihilated than created, on average. Then couple η n with ξ n in such a way that η n ≤ ξ n and for ξ n the rate of creation of particles equals the rate of annihilation. With this, we stochastically dominate S n by a symmetric random walk on n −1 Z. More precisely, consider (U n ) n∈N a family of independent uniform random variables, and define ξ n according to the following rule. Begin with ξ n 0 = η n 0 and whenever a particle birth or a jump occurs at ζ n replicate the transition for ξ n . But when a particle is annihilated at time t at any site x ∈ V for the process η n · , we only annihilate a particle at site x at time t for the processes ξ n · whenever
; otherwise we create a particle at that site. Here n . Because of the modified rates of ξ, W n t is a symmetric random walk in n −1 Z. Since ξ n t ≥ η n t we have that W n t ≥ S n t for every t. Setting the corresponding stopping times
is a variable that counts how many transitions have occurred in the process
the coupling between η and ξ implies that τ
Remark:
The above result of uniform non-explosion implies that, almost surely, lim K τ n K = ∞. Note that every function f : N V → R is bounded on the set { η | S n (η) ≤ K }, and this implies that the Dynkin formula (9) holds for this choice of stopping times, see [15, pg. 43 ] for a proof. Therefore, the domain of L n is the set of all functions f : N V → R. 
We will need to consider the expression of the local martingales associated to the functions f x,n (η) = η(x) n and f x,y,n = (f x,n · f y,n ) (η). We give here the corresponding values of L n f and Q n f .
While L n f is given by (10), Q n f is given by:
From the definitions of L n and Q n , and the relations on (13), we have:
After lengthy computations, we see that L n f x,y,n (η) can be written as:
4.6. Discrete analogues of a and b for L n . We want to prove that the limit points of the family (ζ n ) n are solutions to a martingale problem with respect to an elliptic second-order differential operator L * . These operators have the general form:
To recover a * and b * , we use the coordinate functions f x (ζ) = ζ(x):
By analogy, we define the coefficients for L n :
In light of equations (16, 17 and 18) , we have that:
Passing to the limit process
After having constructed the family (ζ n · ) n∈N in the previous Section, we now show that it converges to the solution of the SDE (3).
The classical way of proving convergence is by proving tightness of the family and uniqueness of its limit points. The reason tightness is important is that in our setting Prohorov's Theorem [2, p. 51 and 138] holds and ensures that tight families are pre-compact. This will give us limit points ζ * · of the family (ζ n · ) n∈N . Without limit points, we couldn't start to prove convergence.
From a convergent subsequence, we derive properties of the limit by studying the associated coordinate martingales. We will show that the limit point solves a wellposed Martingale Problem. From the correspondence of the martingale problem and the SDE at hand, we deduce uniqueness of the limit point. This implies convergence of the whole family (ζ n · ) n∈N to the solution of equation (3).
We write P n to refer to the probability induced by ζ
n denotes the expectation with respect to P n , so
5.1. Tightness. To prove tightness for the vector-valued process { ζ n · } n∈N it suffices to verify that for every x ∈ V the sequence of processes {ζ Proof. We need to show that, given any T > 0, our sequence satisfies the following two conditions:
where T T = { τ | τ is a stopping time bounded by T } 1 Condition i) follows from Lemma 1, since
The basic idea for condition ii) is to write differences as integral expressions over a time interval of length δ, for which we will use local martingales. Let M x,n denote the local martingale associated with the function f x,n (η) = η(x) n . Upon rewriting its defining equation (9), we get:
So, for δ ≤ δ 0 :
Since we want a bound on the left-hand side, we will bound each term on the right by /2.
We start with an estimate of the integral term. Observe that
Using again Lemma 1, it follows that
The stopping time τ n A ensures that every dependence on ζ is uniformly bounded by A. Therefore, the absolute value of the integrated term is bounded by a constant depending on A:
Coming back to the stopped integral, by Markov's inequality:
We estimate P M 
and bounding Q n (f x,n ) using again the bounds on ζ
This shows that the family { ζ n · (x) } n satisfies condition ii) of Aldous's Criterion, and concludes the proof of its tightness.
5.2. Characterization of the limit. Now that we proved that the sequence (ζ n · ) n -or, equivalently, (P n ) n -is tight, it remains to characterize its limit points. For this, we will show that:
• the limit points are continuous,
• the limit points solve the martingale problem for some second-order elliptic differential operator L * , and that • there is a unique solution to the martingale problem for L * .
5.2.1. Continuity of paths of the limit process. We claim that any limit measure of the tight family (P n ) n∈N gives measure 1 to continuous trajectories. This follows from an analysis of the jump function:
Since every x ∈ D is right-continuous, the condition J(x) = 0 implies that x is a left-continuous path in [0, T ] and therefore x is continuous in [0, T ].
Let P * be a limit point of the sequence P n . That is, for some subsequence P n , we
The key observation to prove this is to note that J is continuous with respect to the J 1 -Skorohod topology [2, p. 125] . This means that
is an open set. Since jumps of ζ n have magnitude 1/n, for n > K, P n J(x) > 
This implies that
which is the same as P * [J(x) = 0] = 1.
Martingale problem.
In this section, we construct a second-order differential operator L * from the limits of the discrete coefficients of L n given in equation (20), and prove that any limit point of P n is a solution to the martingale problem associated with it. Remembering that the error term vanishes uniformly as n → ∞, we define:
to be the coefficients of the differential operator L * as in (19) .
To prove that limit points of P n solve the martingale problem associated with L * , we don't need to verify that M f,L * t , F t ; t ≥ 0 is a continuous local martingale for every f ∈ C 2 (R d ). By [9, p. 318] , we only need to show that: (1) Define τ * ,n
A a family of stopping times by τ * ,n
and prove that τ * ,n
Prove that the stopped process converge to the correct stopped limit: From the previous step, we choose
A (ω), we have two cases to consider:
This proves uniform convergence on t ∈ [0, T ] of ζ n t∧τ * ,n A to ζ * t∧τ * A .
Third step:
We are going to show that
From the previous step, we only need to prove the convergence for the third term, that is:
Given > 0, we can find N (remember this depends on ω) such that, for every n > N :
• sup s≤τ * ,n A 
for all n > N , which concludes this step.
Fourth step:
Since τ * ,n
A is a stopping time, M
x,Ln t∧τ * ,n A is martingale, and by the definition of τ * ,n
A , uniformly bounded in n. This implies that it is a sequence of uniformly integrable martingales and therefore its limit is also a martingale. This proves step 4 and because τ * A ↑ ∞ when A ↑ ∞, we conclude that M 
We conclude the proof (step 4) by noting that M
x,y,L * ·∧τ * A is the limit of a family of uniformly integrable martingales (in fact the martingales are here again uniformly bounded) and this implies that M x,y,L * ·∧τ * A is a martingale.
5.2.3.
Uniqueness. To conclude that the tight sequence of processes { ζ n · } converges, it suffices to prove that it has a unique limit point. This is the final step needed for the characterization of the limits of the particle systems associated with L n .
In our case, uniqueness of solutions to the martingale problem follows from pathwise uniqueness of solutions to the correspondent SDE; either because both coefficients b and σ satisfy locally Lipschitz conditions, or because the dispersion coefficients σ vanish as √ x near the boundary while the drift coefficients b remain locally Lipschitz. This is a limit case in the sense that if the dispersion matrix vanished with rate x α with α < 1 2 we would no longer have uniqueness. The correspondence between solutions to martingale problems and solution to SDE's is given in [9, Corollaries 4.8 and 4.9, p. 317]. Existence and uniqueness of solutions [(X, W ), (Ω, F, P) , F t ] in the sense of probability law to an SDE with a fixed but arbitrary initial distribution
is equivalent to existence and uniqueness of solutions P to the corresponding martingale problem with the initial condition P y ∈ C([0, ∞), R d | y(0) ∈ Γ = µ(Γ) Γ ∈ B(R d ).
The two solutions are related by P(X ∈ A) = P (A), that is, the solution to the martingale problem is the law induced by the weak solution to the SDE. Also, uniqueness in law follows from pathwise uniqueness [20, 9, p. 301 and 331]. So, we only need to verify that pathwise uniqueness holds for our equations. We need to treat two cases separately.
For the case ≥ 2, since both b and σ are C 1 , we can apply Theorem ([9, p.287]). Suppose that the coefficients b(t, ζ) and σ(t, ζ) are locally Lipschitz continuous in the space variable; i.e., for every n ≥ 1 there exists a constant K n > 0 such that for every t ≥ 0, ζ ≤ n and ζ ≤ n:
b(t, ζ) − b(t,ζ) + σ(t, ζ) − σ(t,ζ) ≤ K n ζ −ζ .
Then pathwise uniqueness holds for (b, σ), that is, for the vector valued SDE dζ t = b(t, ζ)dt + σ(t, ζ) dB t .
For = 1 we note that the local Lipschitz condition is not true for σ, due to the square-root behavior near the boundary ζ(x) = 0. Labeling the sites V of our graph by { x 1 , . . . , x n }, we observe that the associated dispersion matrix σ fits the particular form required by the following criterion, which will again give pathwise uniqueness. (ii) for every n ≥ 1 there exists a constant K n > 0 such that for every t ≥ 0, ζ ≤ n and ζ ≤ n:
Then pathwise uniqueness holds.
Therefore, the family { ζ n t ; t ≥ 0 } n∈N obtained from the discrete models corresponding to the parameters k, , β, α is tight and converges to the probability measure induced by the unique solution of (3). This proves Theorem 1.
Open problems
Some generalizations of the results presented here are interesting to consider. For instance, the case where the average net increase due to birth and death of particles is positive requires dealing with explosion times. Also, one would like to consider the case when V has infinitely many sites.
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